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Abstract
In human’s expression recognition, the representation of expression features is essential for the recognition
accuracy. In this work, we propose a novel approach for extracting dynamic expression features from
facial expression videos. Our approach integrates dynamic expression features into a static image, called
the Histogram Variances Face (HVF), by fusing histogram variances among the frames in a video. The
HVFs can be obtained from videos with different frame rates and immune to illumination interference. In
our experiments, for the videos picturing the same facial expression, e.g., surprise, happy or sadness, their
corresponding HVFs are similar although the performers and frame rates are different. Therefore, the static
facial recognition approaches can be utilized for the dynamic expression recognition. We take into account
the human perspective and understanding of facial expressions. For the first time, we propose to use the
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) defined on the hexagonal structure to extract local, dynamic facial features
from facial expression images. We have applied this approach on the well-known Cohn-Kanade AU-Coded
Facial Expression database and classiﬁed HVFs using PCA and Support Vector Machine (SVM). We have
found that the accuracy of HVFs classiﬁcation is very encouraging.
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